SURE-SIZE
QUALITY PVA SIZING

Description of Product

SURE SIZE is a liquid polyvinyl acetate (PVA) size recommended for polyester and cotton/polyester blends. Its reliability of performance is recognized nationally.

Where to Use

- For shirts, jeans, and trousers another other items which require stiffness with added appeal.
- Wherever polyester garments are sized.

Features

1. Proved performance in hundreds of operations.
2. Viscosity stable in storage.
3. Easily applied by dispenser or manually.
4. Avoids highlighting experienced by many dry starches.
5. Strips readily in subsequent washes.
6. Assures uniform results from day to day.
7. Distinguishing lemon fragrance.
8. Color: Sky Blue

For specific usage instructions, please contact your local U.N.X. Territory Manager. After a comprehensive survey of your operation, a customized procedure will be developed.